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Advanced Agent-Caller Collaboration
CallVU’s Collaboration and Co-browsing module
is part of a powerful digital engagement platform
that significantly enriches agent-caller interactions
and supports customer agents to achieve their
target KPIs.
CallVU’s Collaboration module enables customer
service agents to complete a whole range of
customer tasks effectively and efficiently. From
upselling campaigns to supporting process for
insurance or banking adjusters, or helping telco
customers fix their internet connection. By working
collaboratively with customers over multiple
devices, companies can ensure that any issue,
no matter the complexity, can be resolved in
moments.

R educe your costs,
provide great Upsell
opportunities and shorten
advisory calls, via Advanced
Agent-Caller Collaboration,
Co-browsing and
e-Forms

”

In this article, we have identified four essential pillars for the applied use of a collaboration
and co-browsing tool.
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01. Collaborate & Resolve

02. Collaborate & Upsell

Combining the convenience of the internet
with the face-to-face interaction of the branch, a
Collaboration and Co-Browsing tool can enable
customer service agents to provide a high level of
support to customers. Using in built features that
include:

The ability for customers and agents to easily
collaborate greatly increases purchase conversion
rates. The collaboration and co-browsing tool can
provide visual displays of product offerings, exhibit
marketing campaigns or promotional offerings.

•

Seamless Integration with CallVU’s digital
Visual IVR

•

Remote signature, photo and document
display capability

• Bi-Directional Video Chat and more.
Whether the purpose of the call is to submit an
insurance claim, dispute a bill or fill out a mortgage
form, during a collaboration session, agents
and customers can exchange rich media, web
pages, co-browse terms and conditions and even
complete digital forms together.

Furthermore agents and customers can exchange
visual information throughout the duration of a
live call enabling them to share and sign forms in
real time. This greatly supports and strengthens the
confidence of the customer purchase decision.
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03. Collaborate & Advise

04. Collaborate on Tech support

In complex cases, the collaboration and cobrowsing tool enables call agents to more effectively
provide advice to customers. For example, where a
customer wants to review their investment options
with an analyst, requires in-depth instructions on
how to submit a claim form or wants to have their
legal rights explained, the ability to jointly review
documents, share screens and chat face-to-face
significantly expedites successful issue resolution.

Imagine if your agents were able to provide tech
support to calling customers as if they were
standing there in the room with them?

The collaboration tool also reduces the burden
of regulation adherence as it becomes easier
for agents to explain terms and conditions and
for customers to provide consent and complete
transactions in real time.

The collaboration and co-browsing tool which
includes features such as bi-directional video chat,
and remote photo, signature and document display,
significantly elevates the interaction to a virtualitybased, branch-like experience. Highly Accessible,
a request for tech support can be initiated by
the customer via the digital IVR or offered by the
agent during a live call. The interaction can then
seamlessly take place over any device, be it smart
phone, tablet or desktop.
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Integrate with Visual IVR
CallVU’s Collaboration module is available within
our wider customer engagement platform. While
it can be implemented as a stand alone tool to
support agent activities, its optimum value can be
•
•
•
•

realised when it is integrated with CallVU’s Visual
IVR. Together, they provide a complete customer
journey - starting from a call that deflects to selfservice, and finishing with the assistance of an agent.

Visual Conversational IVR
Visual IVR
Mobile Connect
Service Bot

Customer

Enterprise

• Management &
Analytics Dashboard
• Admin Hub

• Collaboration and
Content Sharing
• Smart Digital Forms

Agent

Easily Integrated to Existing CRM Systems
CallVU’s Collaboration module is available within our wider customer engagement platform. While it can be
implemented as a stand alone tool to support agent activities, its optimum value can be realised when it is
integrated with CallVU’s Visual IVR. Together, they provide a complete customer journey - starting from a call
that deflects to self-service, and finishing with the assistance of an agent.
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The Impact
The applied use of the Collaboration and Co-browsing tool when applied with CallVU’s Visual IVR has
seen outstanding results in addressing a number of various key performance indicators for call center
operations.
An EMEA based bank reported the following results:

80%

80% increase in
customer sign-up of
a collaboration offer
during a service call

25%

Improved
containment rate of
25% compared to
standard IVR

10

factor of

Response rate to
customer surveys
increased by a
factor of 10

A LatAm Telco operator reported:

30%

Call volume reduction
with visual self-service

50%

of visual callers
instantly pay their bill

80%

of customers ranked
service as “Excellent”

A USA based credit card institution set their objective of increasing loan conversions. The business
impact of the collaboration and co-browsing tool resulted in the following:

Self service actions increased

6.5% to 40%

Successful loan fulfillment
improved by a multiplication

X3

Conversion rates

X2
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Conclusion

With benefits to be realised by both a company’s top line and bottom line,
CallVU’s collaboration and co-browsing tool holds enormous value to
companies with large call center operations. CallVU supports organizations to
work more efficiently and effectively to simultaneously achieve operational
KPIs whilst enhancing customer loyalty and satisfaction.

To hear more about our Collaboration and Co-browsing solution,
contact CallVU today!
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Further Information
CallVU addresses the business need of diverting
calling customers to digital self-service. Our Digital
Engagement Platform ensures higher usage of
digital assets, reduces the call volume placed on
contact centers and offers an enhanced customer
experience.
CallVU’s advanced Digital Engagement Platform
comprises a range of various solutions that seek to
enhance operational efficiency and the technical
savvy of our clients. Each of our product solutions
blend rich digital and interactive media with web,
voice and social channels.

CallVU technology supports leading global
organizations in the financial, insurance and telecom
sectors to maximize the value of their digital assets
while improving operational efficiency. CallVU has
operations in the United-States, the UK and Israel.
The company was selected as “Cool Vendor in
CRM and Customer Support, 2016” by Gartner and
was named one of the “20 Most Promising Digital
Experience Solution Providers in 2017” by CIO
Magazine.

How to Contact
Email: info@callvu.com | Website: callvu.com
US: +1(646)5064915 | UK: +44(20)38073952

CallVU Ltd. shall bear no responsibility or liability to a client or to any person or entity with respect to liability, loss or damage caused or alleged to be caused directly or indirectly by any
CallVU product. This includes, but is not limited to, any interruption of service, loss of business or anticipatory profits or consequential damage resulting from the use or operation of
any CallVU products. Information in this document is subject to change without notice and does not represent a commitment on the part of CallVU Ltd. The systems described in this
document are furnished under a license agreement or non-disclosure agreement.
All information included in this document, such as text, graphics, photos, logos and images, is the exclusive property of CallVU Ltd. and protected by international copyright laws.
Permission is granted to view and photocopy (or print) materials from this document for personal, non-commercial use only. Any other copying, distribution, retransmission or
modification of the information in this document, whether in electronic or hard copy form, without the express prior written permission of CallVU Ltd., is strictly prohibited. In the event
of any permitted copying, redistribution or publication of copyrighted material, no changes in, or deletion of, author attribution, trademark legend or copyright notice shall be made.
All contents of this document are: Copyright © 2017 CallVU Ltd. All rights reserved.
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